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Projects and staff
The Maya Centre was founded on the
principle of providing psychological
support to the most marginalised women
who would find it difficult to get help
elsewhere. This year we have had four
very active projects providing
psychodynamic counselling to women on
low incomes in Islington and other London
boroughs. All of the project staff have
been involved in outreach, as well as
covering the duty counselling help line.

The Older Women’s Project has been
managed by Senior Counsellor, Carole
Jackson, and has been funded by the City
Bridge Trust and Henry Smith Charity.
Diane Rogan-Sofer has been working with
Carole to establish an older women’s
therapy group.

The Refugee Project team has been Nilay
Nagle, Turkish-Speaking Senior Counsellor
and Fadumo Mohamed, Somali-Speaking
Counsellor and three sessional bi-lingual
counsellors: Orit Beck
(Spanish/Portuguese), Ilkay Cetin (Turkish)
and Atoosa Khosravi - Noori (Farsi). The
Refugee Project has had continuing
funding from Comic Relief, and we were
delighted in January 2009 to receive
matched funding from the City Parochial
Foundation.

Our oldest project, Counselling for Irish
Women, has been ably managed by Helen
O’Hora Swords. We were delighted to
appoint Fiona Gilmour in September 2008
as an additional counsellor to the project.
This was made possible with extra funding
from the Dion Committee and the Irish
Youth Foundation, in addition to their
continued support of this project.

Our DDoommeessttiicc  VViioolleennccee  PPrroojjeecctt ran at full
capacity in 2008-09 despite the withdrawl
of funding from Safer Islington
Partnerships. Jenny Crease, Project
Manager and Senior Counsellor, provided
individual counselling for women affected
by domestic violence, gave specialist
supervision to women’s refuge staff and
was closely involved in the preparation of
evidence for the Poverty and Mental
Health Parliamentary Briefing. Veronica
Wade, Counsellor for the Domestic Violence
Project provided individual counselling,
including a specialist service for Afro-
Caribbean women. Diane Rogan Sofer
replaced Helen Finch to run the domestic
violence group. 

Geri Dogmetchi, Clinical Director,
supervised student placements for Della
Formosa and Sirvan Tepe and for Jo Levy
honorary counsellor. We were sad to bid
farewell to Jo after a long connection with
the Maya Centre, which she started with
her student placement. 

We have welcomed two new sessional
staff during this year, Diane Rogan Sofer as
group analyst and Celia Harding has joined
Gill Dunbar as a sessional supervisor for
staff counsellors.

We have provided a regular Friday morning
counselling service at The Ambler
Children’s Centre, where mothers can
attend for counselling and place their
children in the crèche.

Chair of trustees’ report 
In common with most other organisations in the charity
sector this has been an especially difficult and
challenging year for the Maya Centre.

We received a major blow when Safer Islington Partnership

cancelled the remainder of their annual grant to us for our

domestic violence project late last summer.   This

immediately put the future of the project in jeopardy and at

the end of the financial year we had still failed to gain

replacement funding for the project going forward.  That we

finished the year in reasonable financial shape was due

entirely to the generosity of our most loyal funders and a

last minute stop gap donation by Islington Council and NHS

Islington. The long-term prospects for our dedicated

domestic violence project however looked bleak as we

ended the year.

We were sad too to lose our much appreciated and stalwart

director, Deborah Lyttelton, who had seen us through the

vicissitudes of our move to City North with such

commitment and dedication.  Having completed her training

Deborah was going off to work full time as a therapist with

the very best wishes and thanks of both staff and trustees.

Deborah handed over the director’s mantle to Emma Craig

in September, who came to us from Tindlemanor Women’s

Centre. Emma’s first task was to complete our application for

the second round of our application for funding from the

National Lottery and we were all disappointed that in spite

of Emma’s best efforts we failed to reach the final round.

On Emma’s arrival, our clinical director, Geri Dogmetchi, took

over direct responsibility for the clinical team.  The trustees

feel that this has been a successful change of structure from

which staff and the centre as a whole have benefitted.  We

are most grateful to Geri for taking on this extra

responsibility.

In spite of our financial travails we finished the year on a

very positive note.  A group of clinical trustees organised a

terrifically successful parliamentary briefing in March at the

House of Commons on the subject of Mental Health and

Poverty.  The aim of the briefing was to highlight the

relationship between the two and to

draw attention to the need for

psychodynamic therapy to address

the deep seated psychological

problems that disadvantaged

women face which prevent them

from emerging from a cycles of

poverty and deprivation.  

The briefing was admirably chaired

by Melissa Benn and three short papers were given by Lisa

Baraitser, Catherine Crowther and Margot Waddell followed

by a productive discussion.  The sixty or so attendees in the

committee room included many representatives from the

therapy profession as well as Sarah Brown, Claire Short,

Jeremy Corbyn and Emily Thornbury.  We intend to carry on

this campaign into the New Year, not only to highlight these

specific issues but also to raise the profile of the unique

work of the Maya Centre.

Special thanks are due to the staff for their dedication and

commitment in a difficult year which is much appreciated

by the trustees.  I would also like to thank my fellow

trustees for their stalwart support in all manner of ways

during the past year.

2009 is the Maya Centre’s twenty-fifth birthday and we are

looking forward to celebrating the event in what we hope

will be both a joyous and successful fundraising way.

Margaret Bluman, Chair of Trustees, April 2009

Director’s report
I was delighted to join the Maya Centre as Director in
September 2008. I have been fortunate in benefiting
from the hard work of my predecessor Deborah
Lyttelton, with the Maya Centre now comfortably
housed in their new offices, a welcoming and discreet
building off the bustling streets of Finsbury Park. I
have a found an organisation delivering a great deal
on a small income, and I have been inspired by the
work of our counsellors and trustees in providing our
much needed service of counselling to women on low
incomes.

Three achievements stand out for me in the last year:

• Increasing our provision of assessments and counselling
from last year by 15 %. This was achieved through being

open five days a week and running our four projects at full

capacity. The counselling staff continued to provide their

high quality services despite difficult financial circumstances  

• The Maya Centre’s Parliamentary Briefing on Poverty and
Mental Health. This promoted the need for our work in

providing free psychodynamic counselling to women on low

incomes. The inspiring papers were given by those who

understand the need for our vital services

• Receiving an award for the Maya Centre for Innovative
Excellence from the British Psychoanalytic Council presented

by Camila Batmanghelidjh of Kids Company. The award

celebrates the Maya Centre’s ground-breaking work in

making psychodynamic counselling socially inclusive and

working with deprived women who have traditionally found

access to therapeutic treatment difficult

This has been a challenging year financially for the Maya

Centre, with the withdrawal of funding for our Domestic

Violence project, and matched funding for the Refugee

Project only being secured in January 2009. The staff, and in

particular Jenny Crease and Veronica Wade have shown

great fortitude during these difficult financial times.

Surviving this year has been due, in large part, to the great

generosity of some of our supporters. Islington Council and

NHS Islington, The Cripplegate Foundation, The Parthenon

Trust and Peter Stebbings Memorial Trust all increased their

support, and we continue to benefit from the ongoing

support of the Volant Charitable Trust. As a result we have

been able to weather this financial storm as well as

increase the service that we provide. 

My thanks go to all who helped us throughout the year –

funders, donors, staff and volunteers.

Emma Craig, Director

The Maya Centre provides free psychodynamic counselling
and group psychotherapy for women Annual Report 2008/09
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  Black Caribbean  8%

Other  10%

Mixed Race 5%

Black British  2%

Asian  4%

Grant-making trusts  62%

Statutory funders  28%

Donations  7%

Fundraising activities  2%

Other income  1%

Governance  1%

Fundraising  0%

40-49  45%

26-40  31%

Over 50  17%

Unknown  5%

25 and under  2%

GP  36%
Voluntary Organisation  14%

Mental Health  6%
Other Agency  7%

Self  22%
Social Services  3%

Psychiatrist  1%
Counsellor/Agency  2%

Family Support  4%
Friend/Relation  3%

Hospital  1%

Furthering our
charitable

objectives  99%
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INCOME
Staff from top:
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Poverty and Mental Health Parliamentary Briefing
An unusual event took place on the morning of March 11th: there was a large gathering of politicians and
psychotherapists in the Boothroyd Room, Westminster.  The Maya Centre hosted a timely and much-needed discussion
- about the need for the government to rebalance the way it apportions the funds it has for mental health care
provision. The event was chaired by writer and campaigner Melissa Benn, and a sense of importance heightened by
the appearance of Sarah Brown, the prime-minister's wife, who commented that she was glad that the mental health
discussion was linked to the poverty question.

Three speakers, Birkbeck academic Lisa Baraitser, and eminent psychotherapists Catherine Crowther and Margot Waddell -
presented moving, powerful and persuasive papers drawing on case histories, which efficiently showed how people in

extreme distress at the least advantaged end of the social spectrum can have their lives
turned around by the intervention off psychotherapy. They also showed how critical it was
that not only CBT and other short term measures be funded - but that more in-depth, longer
term thinking with a sound psychodynamic base should also be available on a wider scale. 

Please see the website www.mayacentre.org.uk for copies of the papers from the poverty
and mental health briefing.
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Referrals from

‘and much-needed discussion - about the need for the government to rebalance
the way it apportions the funds it has for mental health care provision.’

• We provide free psychodynamic
counselling and group therapy
for women on low incomes for
up to a year

• We run projects to provide
counselling for: refugees and
asylum-seekers, Irish women,
older women and women
affected by domestic violence

• We provide counselling in 7
languages: English, Arabic,
Somali, Farsi, Turkish, Spanish
and Portuguese

• We undertake outreach and
educational work on issues
relating to women’s mental
health

What we do

The Maya Centre
Unit 11 City North, Fonthill Road
London N4 3HN  Tel: 020 7281 2728
Email:info@mayacentre.org.uk 
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Project Sections
Geri Dogmetchi, Clinical Director
This last year has been as busy as ever and referrals continue to

pour into our office from women who have heard about us either

from those who have been helped by coming here for

counselling or from others such as their GP, psychiatrist, social

worker or housing support worker.  We have continued to keep

our waiting list open and endeavor to ensure that nobody waits

too long for assessment and allocation.  The counsellors continue

to work with energy and dedication to the highest standard.

We continue to offer our expertise to other agencies as well, by

delivering specialist workshops and supervision.  

I am pleased to say that despite the turbulent times and many

changes in the delivery of therapeutic help from the NHS and

other agencies, we continue to be recognised as a centre of

excellence.

Carole Jackson, Senior Counsellor, 
Older Women’s Project 
Since starting at the Maya Centre the older women's project has

grown in referrals and the number of women we are able to see.

We have seen women aged from 50 to 83 and all have brought a

vulnerability and wealth of experience. Many older women find it

hard to ask for help but once counselling is established they

appreciate the chance to both reflect on their experiences but

also live more freely in the present. I have been working closely

with Diane Rogan Sofer to establish an older women's group

which will start later in 2009, and will offer another therapeutic

resource to women in Islington. 

Fiona Gilmor, Counsellor, Irish Project 
I joined the Irish Women’s Counselling project in July 2008 – and

now have completed my first year at the Maya Centre. Working

alongside Helen O’Hara Swords, we have been able to steadily

grow the number of clients seen on the project, and the demand

has been such that I have had a full client caseload from the

start. I feel privileged to be at the beginning of the therapeutic

journey the women are undertaking for the first time. The

cultural identity and the complexities faced by Irish women living

in London are forever present. These women’s lives have often

been impacted by shame, domestic violence and various forms of

abuse that have spread over many generations and the struggles

these experiences impose are far reaching. The project has

received increased funding from the Irish Youth Foundation and

Dion which has enabled the Maya Centre to expand this work

and we hope to continue to reach those Irish women that most

need our support.

Fadumo Omar Mohamed, Somali & Arabic-speaking
Counsellor, Maya Refugee Project 
In general the Refugee Counselling Project had a very successful

year, and we saw more clients in different languages.  The Arabic

and Somali speaking service reached many women this year.

Through taking the service into the communities we have been

able to work remarkably well. I ran a very productive Somali

women’s group for six months in collaboration with the Haringey

Somali Cultural Community.  I offered a lot of Arabic speaking

women one to one counselling.  I also provided a short course of

lectures about counselling, therapy and mental health well being

to Muslim College students (at the Muslim Community College).

We have however found that take up by Somali individuals of our

service is weak, and this probably has a lot to do with stigma

about mental health within this community.  In the future I would

like to see the project continue with activities such as at the

Muslim College and more advocacy work in taking psychological

education out into the communities to build an understanding of

what counselling is all about and to remove any stigma attached.    

Nilay Nagle, Turkish speaking Senior Counsellor
Maya Refugee Project 
It has been another busy year in the Refugee Project at the Maya

Centre. Our provision for Turkish speaking clients has been greatly

enhanced by my colleague Ilkay Cetin’s first full year as the

second Turkish speaking counsellor. This has meant we have been

able to increase the number of clients we are able to see, and

there is continued high demand for our services. Our ability to

provide clients with counselling in their mother tongue is very

important, and one client commented that it is easier to talk to

someone who understands my culture and background. It is also

gratifying that our clients often express how safe they feel in our

women only space at the Maya Centre. The safety and welcome

experienced by one of my clients lead her to say: “I never have

disclosed my childhood experiences to anyone before, I feel you

understand me without judging me”.

Diane Rogan Sofer, Sessional Group Analyst, Domestic Violence

and Older Women’s Groups (no photo)

I joined the team this year to contribute to the Domestic Violence

and Older Women’s Projects.  The Domestic Violence Group has

weathered the storm of change and is settling down to get on

with the work of self exploration, building confidence and self

esteem.  Also I have been busy preparing the ground for the new

Older Women’s Group soon to begin.   I feel privileged to have

the opportunity to accompany women as they actively engage in

the difficult task of improving their lives.  I am, along side my

clients and fellow counsellors, looking forward to a challenging

and creative year ahead with personal development and positive

change in mind.
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